Phonics Refresher

1. Underline the letters in each word that make the long e sound. Then, write the words in the correct boxes.

leisure reason freeze breathe perceive queen

__ ee __ ea __ ei

Circle the correct word and write it on the line to complete each sentence.

2. Pirates try to ____________ the gold.
   size seize

3. The dog wants to ____________ the pack.
   lead led

4. Her cut starts to ____________.
   bleed bled
Word Meaning

Read each sentence and circle the word that has a similar meaning as the word in bold.

5. The teacher waves her hand as a **gesture** to keep going.
   signal speech struggle

6. His large bedroom is **equivalent** to three of my bedrooms.
   opposite difference equal

7. The **luxurious** house contains light fixtures made of real gold.
   plain costly cheap

8. We do not know who wrote the news article because the author wants to remain **anonymous**.
   known unnamed famous

Listening Comprehension

Listen to your teacher read the sentences and questions. Fill in the circles next to the correct answers.

9. O Michigan O Texas O Kansas

10. O 1914 O 1936 O 1923

11. O doctor O teacher O secretary

12. O six O one O four

Skills: using context clues, listening for information and details
Long E Cards

ei: ceiling, receipt, seize, deceive, either

ea: beacon, leader, treat, please, heater

ee: cheese, breeze, wheel, spree, freezing

other: raise, shine, road, number, value
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